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Meet our Chief Creative Office Blythe Harris

The single question that Blythe Harris always hears is, “What inspires you?” But after you get to know her, a more appropriate question becomes, What doesn’t? Behind her kind, cheerful demeanour Blythe has an incredible life story. From an Art degree at Stanford, to studying painting and sculpture in Mexico, to creating her own toy company, to Parsons in Paris, to living in a hut with artisans in India, then to Columbia, on to LVMH, then receiving the FGI Rising Star Award—the staggering calibre and variety of Blythe’s influences give her a creative vision like no other. She is at once a fashion authority, a perpetual student of the world, a hard -working executive, and a devoted mother, wife, and friend. But you might never know these things about Blythe, because her passion is to create opportunity and promote success for others. Doesn’t get more S&D than that.

In January 2012, Blythe Harris received the Rising Star Award for Accessories from the Fashion Group International (FGI). In November 2012, Stella & Dot was recognised by the Accessories Council with an ACE Award for Retail Innovation. In February 2013, Blythe Harris received the UK Drapers Accessories Designer of the Year Award. Stella & Dot has been recognised by Inc. 500 | 5000 as a Fastest Growing Private Company.
CASABLANCA PENDANT NECKLACE

We love this Art Deco-inspired, pave-encrusted, geometric pendant. Can be worn long or short with the same great versatility as our favourite Phoenix Necklace. Wear the pendant long and stunning as a statement piece, or remove the bottom two drops for a more casual look. Also looks great worn short and layered with our signature Sutton Necklace in silver. Vintage silver plating. 18.5” worn short, adjustable to 28”.

N490CR | £85 | 98€

EYE CANDY NECKLACE – HOT PINK

Hot pink triangular stones accented with hand-cut translucent soft pink sparkle are hand-set in gold plating. Gives any outfit an easy pop of colour. Try layering it with the Sutton Necklace in gold for more of a statement. Flat link chain with vintage gold plating. 17” with 2” extender. Spring clasp closure.

N491HP | £40 | 49€

EYE CANDY NECKLACE - EMERALD

Emerald triangular stones accented with hand-cut translucent jonquil sparkle are hand-set in gold plating. Gives any outfit an easy pop of colour. Try layering it with the Sutton Necklace in gold for more of a statement. Flat link chain with vintage gold plating. 17” with 2” extender. Spring clasp closure.

N491EM | £40 | 49€

VINTAGE CRYSTAL NECKLACE

Stunning and elegant. Hand-set crystal glass stones sit in beautiful antique 10-prong castings with silver plating. Vintage inspired, this piece truly feels like a unique heirloom. 17.75” long with 1.5” extender. Fold over clasp closure.

N489CR | £75 | 89€
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bracelet Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION BANGLE</strong> - <strong>ALWAYS</strong></td>
<td>Always means forever. Wear this timeless bangle to honour the things that last. Inscribed in English, French, German, Italian &amp; Spanish - because inspiration is universal. Shiny rose gold plating. 1/4&quot; wide. Pressure hook closure with safety clasp. Fits SM-LG wrists.</td>
<td>£40</td>
<td>€49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION BANGLE</strong> - <strong>BLESSED</strong></td>
<td>Another day another Blessing. Wear this timeless bangle as a reminder of all that you have. Inscribed in English, French, German, Italian &amp; Spanish – because inspiration is universal. Shiny silver plating. 1/4&quot; wide. Pressure hook closure with safety clasp. Fits SM-LG wrists</td>
<td>£40</td>
<td>€49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION BANGLE</strong> - <strong>LOVE</strong></td>
<td>Love is all around. Wear this timeless bangle to celebrate the greatest virtue. Inscribed in English, French, German, Italian &amp; Spanish - because inspiration is universal. Shiny gold plating. 1/4&quot; wide. Pressure hook closure with safety clasp. Fits SM-LG wrists.</td>
<td>£40</td>
<td>€49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPIRE BRACELET</strong></td>
<td>Delicate can be so powerful. Inspired by the strength and design of a braided rope. Shiny rose gold plating on a malleable brass bar with cut out rope detail sits atop a neutral metallic leather band. Easily adjusts to fit SM-LG wrists with buckle closure. All net proceeds benefit Breast Cancer for the month of October.</td>
<td>£35</td>
<td>€39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRENGTH BRACELET</strong></td>
<td>Strength is beautiful. Inspired by the power and loyalty of the elephant. Shiny gold plating on a malleable brass bar with cut out elephant detail sits atop a hot pink leather band. Easily adjusts to fit SM-LG wrists with buckle closure. All net proceeds benefit Breast Cancer for the month of October.</td>
<td>£35</td>
<td>€39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VINTAGE CRYSTAL BRACELET</strong></td>
<td>Stunning and elegant. Hand-set crystal glass stones sit in beautiful antique 10-prong casting with silver plating. Vintage inspired, this piece truly feels like a unique heirloom. 7” with 1” extender. Fold over clasp closure.</td>
<td>£65</td>
<td>€79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WISHING BRACELET</strong> - <strong>ARROW</strong></td>
<td>Adventure awaits. This Arrow bracelet is the perfect reminder to fulfill your dreams. Sliding knot closure for adjustable length. Shiny gold plating with citron yellow cord. Comes in specialty packaging with self-envelope. Makes a great gift! Adjustable 6&quot;-9&quot;. Fits SM-XL wrists.</td>
<td>£16</td>
<td>€19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASABLANCA BRACELET</strong></td>
<td>We adore this Art Deco-inspired statement bracelet. A beautiful combination of crystal and pavé stones set in a vintage-inspired pattern. Looks stunning alone or paired with the Vintage Crystal Bracelet for extra sparkle. Vintage silver plating. 6.5&quot; with 1.5&quot; extender. Fits SM-LG wrists.</td>
<td>£65</td>
<td>€79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BREAST CANCER BOUTIQUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHANTILLY LACE CUFF – BLACK

Our filigree cuff inspired by vintage lace is now available in black! A beautiful statement piece. 3” width. 2 1/4” inner diameter. Fits SM-MD wrists.

B173BK | £85 | €98

EU Exclusive

WISHING BRACELET - ELEPHANT

Make your own luck. This Elephant bracelet is the perfect good luck charm. Sliding knot closure for adjustable length. **Shiny gold plating** with fuchsia cord. Comes in specialty packaging with self-envelope. Makes a great gift! Adjustable 6”-9”. Fits SM-XL wrists

B302F | £16 | €19

WISHING BRACELET - HORSESHOE

Make your own luck. This horseshoe bracelet is the perfect good luck charm. Sliding knot closure for adjustable length. **Shiny silver plating** with slate grey cord. Comes in specialty packaging with self-envelope. Makes a great gift! Adjustable 6”-9”. Fits SM-XL wrists

B303SL | £16 | €19
CASABLANCA CHANDELIERS

We adore these Art Deco inspired, pave-encrusted, geometric chandeliers. Versatile function gets you three earrings in one—from chandelier to drop to stud. Makes the perfect match to The Casablanca Necklace. Vintage silver plating. 1/2” stud, 1 5/8” medium length, 2 5/8” full length. Medium weight.

E267CR | £50 | €59

CUSHION DROP EARRINGS


E266CN | £29 | €34

DÉJÀ VU DOUBLE-SIDED STUDS - GOLD

Experience deja vu in the best way possible. These go-with-everything studs can be worn as a structural gold pyramid, or reversed for some pave sparkle. Shiny gold plating. 8 mm pave stud, 7 mm pyramid stud. Feather weight. Titanium steel posts.

GOLD | E265G | £32 | €39

DÉJÀ VU DOUBLE SIDED STUDS - SILVER

Experience deja vu in the best way possible. These go-with-everything studs can be worn as a structural silver pyramid, or reversed for some pave sparkle. Shiny Silver. 8 mm pave stud, 7 mm pyramid stud. Feather weight. Titanium steel posts.

SILVER | E265S | £32 | €39

VINTAGE CRYSTAL STUDS


E268CR | £19 | €24
ARABESQUE COCKTAIL RING

Exquisite canary-colored glass stone cocktail ring in modern, marquise-shaped setting. Perfect match to the Cushion Drop Earrings. **Shiny gold plating.** Available in SM/MD, MD/LG

R161CNSM-ML | £25 | €29

DECO COCKTAIL RING

Cubic Zarconia and Czech crystals adorn this delicate **vintage-inspired cocktail ring.** White gold plating. Available in sizes 5-9.

R160S5-9 | £35 | €39
UNION SQUARE SCARF – HOT PINK ELEPHANT
SC127HPK | £45 | €54

UNION SQUARE SCARF – METALLIC TRELLIS
SC128GMT | £45 | €54

CAPRI POUCH – HOT PINK / POPPY
SG148GPK | £30 | €36

ROLL WITH IT – HOT PINK/POPPY
SG146GPK | £32 | €39
ALLEGRA NECKLACE
Fiercely fabulous update to our best-selling Fiona necklace! This bold silhouette features bezel-set epoxy with pavé detail. Clean, modern, and surprisingly lightweight for carrying so much style weight. Adjustable to 18" long. Gold plating.
N399G | £75 | 89€

ARIA PENDANT NECKLACE
Semi-precious crackled quartz stones hang from three uniquely beautiful hand-made chains with gold plating. Joined at the back, remove the short chain to wear alone or leave as is to get one long layered cohesive look. 18.5" with 2.5" extender for shortest necklace. 32.25" with 2.5" extender for longest necklace. Lobster clasp closure.
N487G | £80 | 98€

AVALON CRESCENT NECKLACE
This golden crescent creates a unique and delicate statement style.
Chain with gold plating. 16" with 2" extender.
N356G | £32 | 39€

AVALON STATION NECKLACE
Long, delicate station necklace in cut-out custom design motif. Chain with gold plating. 36" with 2" extender. Lobster clasp closure.
N354G | £40 | 49€

CALLIE NECKLACE
An updated version of our best selling Elodie necklace with a little extra oomph. Clear glass, black diamond crystal and punches of hot pink stones hand set on a silver plated chain. 18 1/4" with 3" extender. Lobster clasp closure.
N476S | £85 | 98€

CALYPSO COIN NECKLACE
Semi-precious labradorite stones and coins in satin-finished silver plating. Chain in silver plating. 18" with 2" extender. Lobster clasp closure.
N353S | £75 | 89€

CASSADY COLLAR NECKLACE
Our wear-with-everything Cassady Collar is the perfect style to complete any outfit. Hand woven silver plated collar with gold thread and accented with gold studs. 15 3/4" with 3" extender. Lobster clasp closure.
N471GS | £65 | 79€

CHRISTINA LINK NECKLACE
Sophisticated with nothing subtle about it. Faceted and handset pavé crystal links with gold or silver plating. Layered, it’s très chic. 17" with 3" extender. Lobster clasp closure.
gold | N390G | £65 | 79€
CHRISTINA LINK NECKLACE
Sophisticated with nothing subtle about it. Faceted and handset pavé crystal links with gold or silver plating. Layered, it’s très chic. 17” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

silver | N390S | £65 | 79€

CORAL CAY NECKLACE
Our statement necklace of the season and a great update to our best selling Norah Necklace. Hand painted custom brass casting with hand set glass jonquil stones. Looks great over a print or a solid. 17” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N457C | £80 | 98€

CROSBY LINK NECKLACE
A true Stella & Dot signature piece. Bold gold links inspired from our Crosby Street design studio. Sleek, worn gold plating makes this necklace perfect for any occasion. 20” with 2” extender adjusts with your neckline. Lobster clasp closure.

N442G | £105 | 128€

DAISY PEARL NECKLACE
Three strands of glass and acrylic pearls adjoin with a vintage-inspired pavé clasp. Add hematite chain for extra added length and to take our pearls to an edgier level. 17" with 3" extender.

N415 | £80 | 98€

DAFNE PEARL NECKLACE
According to Jackie O, “Pearls are always appropriate.” Two layers of multi-sized glass pearls with vintage gold chains put a fresh spin on the classic baubles. 17.5” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

silver | N436PL | £80 | 98€

DEMI LAYERING NECKLACE
The petals shimmer on this handcrafted necklace. Chain with silver plating. 36.75” long. May be worn long or doubled. Lobster clasp closure.

silver | N430PL | £45 | 54€

gold | N408G | £55 | 69€

DEVON LAYERING NECKLACE
The ultimate versatile necklace! With multiple unique styling options – wear it long or double it up for twice the appeal. Its shiny silver finish adds polish to any look or layering combo. 68.5” total length. Removable strand. Spring clasp closure.

silver | N453S | £40 | 49€
DEVON LAYERING NECKLACE

The ultimate versatile necklace! With multiple unique styling options – wear it long or double it up for twice the appeal. Its shiny gold finish adds polish to any look or layering combo. 68.5” total length. Removable strand. Spring clasp closure.

ELODIE NECKLACE - GOLD

Look-at-me turquoise and Coral hued stones with a dazzle of crystal add a punch of freshness. This year-round beauty transitions from day to evening with a colourful splash. 17.5” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

ELODIE NECKLACE - SILVER

Add a pop of fresh colour to your wardrobe with bold blue and citrine. A year-round statement piece delicate enough to transition from day to evening while packing a punch of colour. 17.5” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

FINE LINE PENDANT

Refined yet trend right, this beautiful sterling silver pendant with cubic zirconia accents is great to layer or wear alone. 17” with 2” extender.

FANELLA STATEMENT NECKLACE

Textural & geometric elements add dimension to this multicolour bib. An explosion of colour incorporating deep shades of navy and green contrasted with soft pinks and citrine hand-set stones. Smooth link chain with gold plating. 15.5” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

FLEURETTE STATEMENT NECKLACE

See yourself blossom in our statement necklace of the season. Draped with statement glass, acrylic and epoxy stone fleurettes in pink, green and brown, you are sure to stand out in any crowd. Vintage gold plating. 18” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

GABRIELLE PEARL NECKLACE

Inspired by Jackie O’s ever classic beauty and style. Pearls cluster along a chain with gold plating. Wear it long for a more casual daytime look and double it up with your LBD. 41” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

GEORGIE STATEMENT NECKLACE

Dare to explore. Rocker meets feminine and roses meet spikes. Inspired by vintage brooches and handcast roses. Vintage gold and silver plating, epoxy and glass crystals for sparkle. 16” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.
GITANE TASSEL NECKLACE

**Faceted metallic glass beads** add sparkle to this timelessly chic, rosary-style necklace in **gold**. Removable tassel features **two smoky quartz accent stones**. S-hook closure allows for versatility in styling. Wear long or double and wear short.

- **gold** | N326G | £55 | 69€

**New Reduced Price!**

HOPE NECKLACE

A heartfelt message expressed in the highest of standards in **sterling silver, gold, and rose gold plating**. An inspiring gift. 16” plus 2” extender.

- **N423** | £32 | 39€

**GOLDNECKLE**

INTERLOCK CROSS NECKLACE

A minimalist cross is uniquely integrated into a chain. Beautifully simple on its own or layered. 15.5” with 2” extender. Available in **sterling silver or goldfill**.

- **gold** | N287G | £45 | 54€

INTERLOCK CROSS NECKLACE

A minimalist cross is uniquely integrated into a chain. Beautifully simple on its own or layered. 15.5” with 2” extender. Available in **sterling silver or goldfill**.

- **sterling silver** | N287S | £45 | 54€

**KAHLO BIB NECKLACE**

Stunning statement necklace showcasing a modern take on texture and mixed metal. **Features hand-molded faceted metal beads from our NY design studio**. Wardrobes easily from day to night with just the right amount of subtle sparkle. 15.5” with 3” extender.

- **hematite** | N382H | £195 | 238€

**HALEY NECKLACE**

**Custom-designed metal nuggets and special cut stones** add unique touches of sparkle to this multilayered chain. Wear it long, doubled up, or layered. So many looks, so little time. 37” when worn long. 20” when worn short. **Gold plating**.

- **N387G** | £65 | 79€

**HELENA NECKLACE**

Fans of neutral sparkle drape from a mesh chain with **gold plating**. **Handset stones in shades of pink and beige stones** make a strong statement in soft pastels. 17” with 4” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

- **N473G** | £110 | 128€
**KIMBERLY NECKLACE**

Vintage-inspired, light-catching lattice necklace in **brass with gold plating**. Chain with gold plating. 24” with 2” extender.

- **gold** | **N355G** | **£75 | 89€**

**LINDEN NECKLACE**

Add a fresh, vibrant splash with tonal hues of green in **custom coloured hand set stones**. **Set in brass casting**. 20” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

- **N441GR** | **£115 | 138€**

**LOVE NECKLACE**

A heartfelt message expressed in the highest of standards in **sterling silver, gold, and rose gold plating**. An inspiring gift. 16” plus 2” extender.

- **N424 | £32 | 39€**

**LIVVY NECKLACE**

We love the bold look of this neutral statement necklace. Gold "Y" silhouette with **hints of mint enamel and cognac sparkle on a smooth chain with gold plating**. 18.5” with 2.5” extender. Foldover clasp closure.

- **N477BL | £100 | 118€**

**MADELINE PEARL NECKLACE**

Glass pearls, faceted metallic beads, **pavé balls**, cubic zirconia stones, and our signature clover alternate on a chain with **rhodium plating**. 35.5” (short strand), 40” length.

- **N252S | £85 | 98€**

**MAE NECKLACE**

Red + sparkle = show-stopping. **Acrylic and epoxy** make a bold, preppy statement. Dare to layer it. 19” with 3” extender. Gold ox plating.

- **N388R | £40 | 49€**

**KIMBERLY NECKLACE**

Vintage-inspired, light-catching lattice necklace in **brass with silver plating**. Chain with silver plating. 24” with 2” extender.

- **silver** | **N355S** | **£75 | 89€**

**LILA NECKLACE**

Neutral and versatile, the Lila is an update to our best selling Elodie necklace. **Touches of smokey hues accent crystal stones** adding dimension. Layer with the Somervell necklace in Aqua for a pop of colour. 18” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

- **N476CR | £60 | 69€**

**Behind the Design**

“*This line is featuring the beautiful pastel trend as seen on the runway.*”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
MAKENA PENDANT NECKLACE

Vintage-inspired gold filigree pendant with freely sweeping fringe. Wear short or long, dress up or down. Our sexiest spring silhouette! 18.5" length. Hook clasp closure.

N451G | £60 | 69€

MALTA BIB STATEMENT NECKLACE

This statement necklace features blues inspired by the Indian Ocean. Hand assembled with genuine turquoise stones, lapis blue beads and accented with vintage gold plate on a brass chain. It looks equally stunning long or short. 17" with 4" extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N455G | £100 | 118€

MARNIE LINK NECKLACE

Custom textured silver links joined by golden pyramids. The mixed metals make this piece a staple with unlimited accessorising options. 19.5" with 3" extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N452 | £75 | 89€

MEDINA BIB NECKLACE

A cluster of medallions with silver plating boast intricate filigree, handset crystal and a braided metallic silk thread. 17" plus 2" extender. Hook closure.

N199S | £75 | 89€

MILANA TASSEL

Versatility, mixed metals, sparkle all in one. Artisan-inspired mixed metal beads give an effortless boho chic feeling to this day-to-night piece. Wear with the tassel clipped on, or remove for a more everyday look. 32" with w" extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N445 | £65 | 79€

MONTEREY NECKLACE

This delicately crafted chain interspersed with custom-facted glass and smoky quartz stones looks and feels like fine jewellery. Transitions beautifully from day to night. Luxe layering piece, too. 37" with 2" extender. Silver plating.

silver | N396S | £65 | 79€

NORAH PENDANT NECKLACE

What makes us different makes us beautiful. Stand out in this truly unique necklace with sparkle and colour. Works over a print or a solid – we love it with navy! 18" with 3" extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N446Y | £80 | 98€

Behind the Design

“A light-weight statement necklace, the Malta Bib makes a big impact without being overwhelming. I love to wear it with a pop of colour.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

“ This pendant was inspired by a vintage deco brooch that I found at an antique market. I loved the idea of combining this vintage element with really bright neon citrine colour and the bold crystal stones.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
**ON THE MARK NECKLACE**

A delicate essential designed by celebrity jeweller Maya Brenner. Available in **sterling silver or goldfill**. 17” with 2” extender.

- gold | N196GF | £45 | 54€
- sterling silver | N196S | £40 | 49€

**OSLO NECKLACE**

A glorious **mashup of semi-precious, uniquely faceted labradorite beads and glass pearls**. Soft, muted tones make a fresh, on-trend statement. 17” with 3” extender. **Silver plating.**

- N373S | £95 | 118€

**PAVE CHEVRON NECKLACE**

Three strands of **delicate hand-set micro pave geometric shapes** take the guesswork out of layering. Wear with all strands clipped together as one necklace, or unclasp any of the strands to create your favourite combination. 17” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

- N483G | £65 | 79€

**PEGASUS NECKLACE**

A striking bib of feathers with **gold plating handsewn to silk organza cascade**. Made entirely by hand in India. 16” plus 2” extender.

- gold | N219 | £170 | 198€
- silver | N219S | £170 | 198€

**PAVE SPEAR PENDANT NECKLACE**

Three pave encrusted triangles form a geometric pendant on a delicate chain with **rose gold plating**. A contemporary take on a lady-like style. Finish the look with the Pave Spear Ring. 16” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

- rose gold | N484RG | £50 | 59€

**Behind the Design**

“*Our delicate, geometric necklaces leverage our heritage in luxury jewellery making. Their high-end and boutique style enable you to make a great statement, but in a soft way.*”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

“From a materials standpoint, I was inspired by the idea of creating something that looked & acted like a fluid ‘coat’ of feathers but was actually made out of a hard material like metal. I wanted the silhouette to be very regal. I imagined a necklace that a modern day Cleopatra would wear—but also casual and lightweight enough to be worn every day. I am very interested in texture and I loved the way these metal’ feathers’ looked when they overlapped. I experimented with tons of different plating colours to perfect the gradient of colour from top to bottom.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
PHOENIX PENDANT
Make an impact with this versatile mix of faceted glass and epoxy stones, gold ox, and hematite plated chains. Double the chain in the back for a shorter day look, or wear as a single strand for a dramatic evening look. 29.5” total length.
N416 | £100 | 118€

PIPER NECKLACE
Perfect for layering: faceted glass beads on a delicate double-strand chain with gold or silver plating. 16” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.
gold | N375G | £29 | 34€
silver | N375S | £29 | 34€

REBEL PENDANT NECKLACE
A Stella & Dot signature and celebrity favourite, the Rebel Pendant is now available in rose gold! A hinged prism of brass with gold, silver or rose gold plating swings from a delicate chain. 28” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.
gold | N284G | £65 | 79€
silver | N284S | £65 | 79€
rose gold | N284RG | £65 | 79€

POP GEO PENDANT NECKLACE
Give any outfit an instant update with pops of pink and orange tonal hues with neutral sparkle hand-set in gold plating castings. Can be worn long or short with the same great versatility as our favourite Phoenix Necklace. Finish the look with the Janice studs in Orange. 28” longest length, 20” shortest length. Lobster clasp closure.
N472G | £85 | 98€

RORY NECKLACE
This art deco inspired necklace is the perfect update to our bestselling Mae and layers beautifully with the Somervell Necklace. A brilliant combination of hand set blue and green stones highlighted with sparkle on a bold vintage gold plate chain. 19” with a 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.
blue | N448BL | £50 | 59€
RORY NECKLACE

Our best selling Rory is back in a seasonless colour combination of black and clear stones on a silver plated chain. This art deco inspired necklace layers beautifully with the Somervell Necklace in Silver. 19” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

black | N448BK | £50 | 59€

SAHARA PENDANT NECKLACE

The wear-everywhere necklace and perfect summer update to our bestselling Rebel Pendant! A semi-precious magnesite horn drops from an intricate gold chain. Easy to wear over a t-shirt for a chic everyday look or layer with delicate necklaces to make more of a statement. 28” with a 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

gold | N468G | £40 | 49€

SANIBEL PENDANT

You’ll just flip over this reversible pendant. Semi-precious, smooth, dyed quartz shimmers on one side. Smoky, faceted glass dazzles on the other. Wear long or doubled with removable S-hook. Decisions, decisions. 35” long (also worn short with S-hook). Gold plating.

gold | N350G | £65 | 79€

SARDINIA NECKLACE

The ultimate Gypset silhouette, inspired by ’60s icon Talitha Getty. Wear with the pendant attached or detach for a more simple look. 20” with 3” extender. Lobster clasp closure.

N444R | £80 | 98€

SOMERVELL NECKLACE

Faceted triangular glass crystals sparkle for instant glam. This quintessential layering necklace transitions elegantly from day to night. Add to several of our statement necklaces for extra sparkle. 17” with 2” extender. Vintage gold plating. Spring clasp closure.

peach | N391P | £45 | 54€

Behind the Design

“This is a quintessential Summer layering necklace. It has got the same details as our bestselling Rebel Pendant. The semi-precious magnesite stone adds a nice weight to it.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

SOMERVELL NECKLACE

Faceted triangular glass crystals sparkle for instant glam. This quintessential layering necklace transitions elegantly from day to night. Add to several of our statement necklaces for extra sparkle. 17” with 2” extender. Spring clasp closure.

aqua | N391AQ | £45 | 54€

SOMERVELL NECKLACE

Faceted triangular glass crystals sparkle for instant glam. This quintessential layering necklace transitions elegantly from day to night. Add to several of our statement necklaces for extra sparkle. 17” with 2” extender. Spring clasp closure.

gold | N391G | £45 | 54€

SANIBEL PENDANT

You’ll just flip over this reversible pendant. Semi-precious labradorite shimmers on one side. Aqua faceted glass dazzles on the other. Wear long or doubled with removable S-hook. Decisions, decisions. 35” long (also worn short with S-hook). Silver plating.

silver | N350S | £55 | 69€
SOMERVELL NECKLACE

Faceted triangular glass crystals sparkle for instant glam. This quintessential layering necklace transitions elegantly from day to night. Add to several of our statement necklaces for extra sparkle. 17” with 2” extender. Vintage gold plating. Spring clasp closure.

silver | N391S | £45 | 54€

STONE SUTTON

Layering made simple and stunning. A versatile necklace that can transform your look. **Strands of green, periwinkle, and semi-precious blue stones with vintage gold plating** create a fresh look without a second thought. Wear short or long, 5 different ways. 18.5” when worn short, 33” when worn long. S-hook closure.

green | N434GR | £145 | 178€

STONE SUTTON

Layering made simple and stunning. A versatile necklace that can transform into five distinct looks including a removable strand of custom glass stones. Strands of ivory coloured beads and white semi-precious stones with gold plating. 18.5” when worn short, 33” when worn long. S-hook closure.

white | N434WH | £145 | 178€

SUTTON NECKLACE

Versatile, day to night piece with 5 ways to wear: Wear all strands together on the shortest setting. Remove extender and wear this necklace long. Remove the custom triangular sparkle strand and wear the two necklaces on their own either long or short! An editorial favourite! 18” short, 32” long.

N384GS| £110| 138€

TALLULAH BIB NECKLACE

Our Tallulah Statement Bib is the perfect casual silver statement. **Hand embroidered with silver plated chain, hand threaded crystals and glass beads with delicate spike fringe. 17” with 2.5” extender. Lobster clasp closure.**

N456S | £130 | 148€

TEMPEST NECKLACE

This ultimate statement piece blends **diverse elements of steel chain, brass cupchain, distressed black acrylic stones, silk ribbon, and an intricate brass closure detailed with handset pavé glass stones.** Collaboration with designer Lizzie Fortunato. Reversible 16”+ 2 adjustable links. Includes 2” extender.

N330G | £170 | 198€

TESSA FRINGE NECKLACE

Edgy but flirty, this menagerie of glass beads, steel chain, and coloured nylon threads weaves together a casual pendant. Metal fringe adds movement. 25” with 2” extender. **Silver plating.**

N389S| £55 | 69€

SUTTON NECKLACE

A nod to our best selling Sutton Necklace, this gold version is an instant classic. Five (count 'em) ways to wear our Sutton statement necklace: Long and loose for a laid-back look. Clasped into a statement when you’re feeling bold. Plus or minus the sparkle strand. Or just the sparkle when you’re in the mood to shine.

gold | N474G | £110 | 138€
TOGETHER FOREVER NECKLACE
Intertwined circles with silver and gold plating on a sterling silver chain. 18” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure.
N901GS | £50 | 59€

TRICIA LINK NECKLACE
A gold and silver layering necklace is a simple answer to any outfit. Beautiful hand sculpted links give this piece a luxurious feel. Double the wearability by accessorising with gold one day and silver the next.
N449 | £75 | 89€

TRINITY PENDANT
Organic shapes of custom-faceted glass, white quartz, and blue lace agate stones are set in brass with gold plating. Wear pendants on the long chain, the short chain, or hanging from both tiers. Includes 30” chain and 17” chain with 3” extender. Gold plating.
gold | N395G | £55 | 69€

TRINITY PENDANT
Organic shapes of custom-faceted glass and quartz stones are set in brass with silver plating. Wear pendants on the long chain, the short chain, or hanging from both tiers. Includes 30” chain and 17” chain. Silver plating.
silver | N395S | £55 | 69€

ZOE LARIAT NECKLACE
Mix of gold and hematite faceted beads are handwoven through a brass chain and accented with Czech stones. Capped with white bronze finials. 42” length.
N281 | £85 | 98€

ZORA CRYSTAL NECKLACE
Faceted glass crystals mixed with signature gold details add ultimate sparkle. Gold ox plating. 18” with 3” extender.
N414G | £145 | 168€
LE DÉCO NECKLACE
A design collaboration with top jewellery designer Lizzy Fortunato. The vintage inspired distressed glass pendant is made modern with the unexpected combination of metal pipes, glass rhinestones and acrylic pearls handwrapped in cupchain, and brass curbchain. 55.9” length.

Behind the Design
“This piece is extremely special. It has this beautiful vintage brooch from costume jeweller Eisenberg combined with industrial elements of graphic shapes. I collaborated on this style with Lizzy Fortunado who is a dear friend.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

FROU FROU NECKLACE
Not for the faint of heart, inspired by Frida Kahlo and all she embodies as an artist. Worn gold plated chain is accented with a mix of semiprecious amethyst stones along with handmade purple organza petals. 16.5 + 2” extender.

Behind the Design
“Inspired by my Autumn 2013 muse Frida Kahlo and how she wore flowers in her hair. This necklace is a celebration of bold adornment and very special. The tribal metal shapes are combined with the softness of the chiffon petals. Each of these necklaces is handmade in New York.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

GWYNETH PENDANT NECKLACE
From our signature sterling silver and bronze collection, this necklace can be worn multiple ways. Wear it long or short, add or remove the pendant or any of the three charms to create a look all your own. 34” adjustable length.

GWYNETH STATION NECKLACE
From our signature sterling silver and bronze collection, this sterling silver chain decorated with romantic, hand-hammered bronze flowers will be your new favourite piece. Wear it long or double up for a shorter two-in-one look! 38” length.

Behind the Design
“Two years in the making, the Regina combines deco and traditional Native American influences. This style is a celebration of the effortless chic of French women and reminds me of one of my favourite designer - French designer Isabel Marant – who uses a lot of tribal patterns.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

TANSY FRINGE COLLAR
A little edge and a lot of glam. We found a vintage gold collar in a Paris flea market and added hand sculpted spikes from our NY design studio. Lots of movement, easy to wardrobe. Lobster clasp closure. 15” with a 3” extender.

Behind the Design
“Designed as a little edge and a lot of glam. We found a vintage gold collar in a Paris flea market and added hand sculpted spikes from our NY design studio. Lots of movement, easy to wardrobe. Lobster clasp closure. 15” with a 3” extender.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

EU EXCLUSIVES NECKLACES
ADELINA CUFF
Sculpted metal cuff in **gold plating** gives the illusion of tangled bands enveloping the wrist. Roll up your sleeves and let it shine. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B267G | £65 | 79€

AMELIE SPARKLE
Classic and understated sparkle for your wrist. **Faceted circular glass crystals with vintage gold.** 7” with 1.5” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**gold | B282G | £35 | 39€**

AMELIE SPARKLE
Classic and understated sparkle for your wrist. **Faceted circular peach crystals with vintage gold.** 7” with 1.5” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**peach | B282P | £35 | 39€**

AMELIE SPARKLE
Classic and understated sparkle for your wrist. **Faceted circular black diamond glass crystals with vintage silver.** 7” with 1.5” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**silver | B282S | £35 | 39€**

ARRISON STRETCH
An everyday staple that stretches your accessories wardrobe. **Worn gold** with delicate pyramids and subtle sparkle. Reversible. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**gold | B287G | £29 | 34€**

ARRISON STRETCH

**silver | B287S | £25 | 29€**

BARDOT SPIRAL BANGLE
A metallic coil of nuggets with **gold plating** gives the look of stacked bangles. Finished off with our tiny heart. 2.5” diameter. To put on, wrap around wrist. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**gold | B101G | £45 | 59€**

BARDOT SPIRAL BANGLE
A metallic coil of nuggets with **silver plating** gives the look of stacked bangles. Finished off with our tiny heart. 2.5” diameter. To put on, wrap around wrist. Fits SM-LG wrists.

**silver | B101S | £40 | 49€**
BECCA BRACELET

Bright and bold. This bracelet features beautiful design details accented with a mix of hand-set colourful enamel and neutral glass stones. 6 1/2” with foldover clasp extenders. Fits SM-LG wrists.

mint | B293MI | £75 | 89€
orange | B293OR | £75 | 89€

cadillac wrap bracelet

Soft genuine lambskin is hand-embroidered and beaded with crystals and metal beads in worn gold plating and white enamel. Looks great alone or layered with other styles such as the Eden Bangle. Brass snap closure. SM-MD wrists: 12.875” adjustable to 13.875”. MD-LG wrists: 13.875” adjustable to 15.25”.

gold | B290G / B290G-ML | £50 | 59€
silver | B290S / B290S-ML | £50 | 59€

Behind the Design

“Behind the Design

“I was inspired by a piece of vintage lace that my Grandmother, Dot, left me when she passed away in 2009. Her father owned a lace factory in Geneva and she had a whole drawer of lace swatches that I went through to find something with the perfect amount of negative space for the cuff—I was again inspired by creating something that looked really fragile and elegant but was made out of the hard metal. I was obsessed with getting the texture of the metal exactly right to mimic the texture of the original lace.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

CHANTILLY LACE CUFF

Filigree cuff with gold plating inspired by vintage lace. A beautiful statement piece. 3” width. 2.25” inner diameter. Fits SM-MD wrists.

gold | B173G | £85 | 98€

Behind the Design

“The Cady Wrap Bracelet is an amazing finish the look piece for any of our natural and mixed metal styles.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

CHRISTINA LINK BRACELET

Featuring faceted and handset pavé clear crystal links, this style adds subtle sparkle to any gesture. Gold plating. Fits SM-LG wrists.

gold | B246G | £40 | 49€
silver | B246S | £40 | 49€

Behind the Design

“Behind the Design

“I’ve always been inspired by painters like Hans Hoffmann and how they use colours. I wanted to create a bold, joyful and colourful statement. It’s all about layering textures and not being afraid of creating your own statement.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
CROSS CUFF

Keep the faith with this understated and simple solid **sterling silver** cuff. Adjusts on and off. Sterling silver. Fits SM-LG wrists.

sterling silver | B284S | £40 | 49€

DAPHNE PEARL BRACELET

Not your grandmother’s pearl bracelet. Baubles of pearls dangle and dazzle from chain with **vintage gold plating**. 7.5” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B276PL | £45 | 49€

EDEN BANGLE

**Cubic zirconia pavé** illuminates this pyramid-tipped bangle. Brass with **gold plating**. Adjustable to fit most wrist sizes.

B245G | £32 | 39€

ENLIGHTEN BRACELET

Simple yet meaningful. Maleable brass bar with **gold plating** sits atop a poppy orange **leather** band imprinted with the names of all the important ladies in your life! Easily adjusts to fit SM-LG wrists with buckle closure. All net proceeds benefit Every Mother Counts.

B292G | £35 | 39€

GILDED ARROW BANGLE

Wrist wrapping slender **gold plated brass** arrow bangle. Adjusts to fit most wrists.

gold | B244G | £32 | 39€

HADDIE BANGLE

A chic look, off the cuff. **Shades of blue and white enamel** on a stretchy bangle make it easy to throw on a wrist accent. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B277BL | £50 | 59€

ingen when you buy the  
ENLIGHTEN BRACELET  
100% of the net proceeds benefits EVERY MOTHER COUNTS

EVERY MOTHER COUNTS is a non-profit organisation dedicated to making pregnancy and childbirth safe for every mother. We inform, engage, and utilise new audiences to take action and raise funds that support maternal health programmes around the world.

THE STELLA & DOT FOUNDATION engages and inspires our community to affect positive change in the lives of women and their families. Together, through the donations made possible by the sale of our foundation accessories, our collective small acts add up to make a big impact.
INTERLOCK CROSS BRACELET

Our best-selling Interlock Cross Necklace is now available with a matching **sterling silver** bracelet. Delicate and quietly present in your everyday style. Lovely gift, especially with the matching necklace. Sterling silver. 6.25” with 1.25” extender. Fits SM-LG wrists.

silver | B265S | £32 | 39€

JACINTHE BRACELET

Who said you can’t have the best of both worlds? Pearls and golden spikes come together for a surprisingly harmonious bracelet. Arm party of one? We think so. 6.625” with 2 foldover clasp extenders. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B288PL | £50 | 59€

JACKIE LINK BRACELET

Both simple and bold. These golden links are a welcome guest at any arm party. 7.25” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B279G | £55 | 69€

KAHLO BRACELET

Edgy without being over the edge, this statement bracelet mixes with **metal and glass nuggets. Hematite and rose gold plating** add versatility. Extra foldover clasp means it can adjust to fit. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B259H | £75 | 89€

LOVE BRACELET

Delicate beaded bracelets feature **brass chain, faceted beads, and colourful cord accents.** Adjustable cord. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B238G | £19 | 24€

LIGHT BRACELET

Delicate beaded bracelets feature **brass chain, faceted beads, and cord accents.** Adjustable cord. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B238LB | £19 | 24€

JESSIE STRETCH BRACELETS

Over 320 **faceted glass and metal beads** circle up to create this five stretch-bracelet set. **Hematite and silver plating** mingle playfully with black diamond. A chic addition to any stack. Fits most wrist sizes. **Silver plating.**

B263S | £40 | 49€

LUNA WRAP BRACELET

This triple wrap bracelet composed of a mix of **faceted glass beads and nuggets with custom gold plating** creates the instant look of layering. Can also be worn as a necklace. 20.5” with 2” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B195GS | £75 | 89€
MACEY BANGLE
Delicate blue and white enamel add dainty sophistication. Looks like a solid bangle, but stretches in segments to easily throw it on and head out the door. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B278BL | £35 | 39€

MARNIE LINK BRACELET
Gold pyramids join textured silver links to make this jangly chain bracelet. The mix of metals, including shiny gold and silver with worn silver, make this piece a staple with unlimited accessorizing options. 6.75” with a 1.5” extender. Lobster clasp closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B286 | £65 | 79€

MILANA TASSEL
Bohemian, with enough sparkle to be Riviera ready. Three separate vintage silver with golden accents stretchy bracelets sparkle with sophistication. Layer or wear alone. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B281 | £45 | 49€

MOXIE STRETCH BRACELET
Stack it up! Simply elegant stretch bracelet features a mix of metal beads, glass beads, and rhinestones. Mixed metal plating stretches its mixability. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B269G | £25 | 29€

NEEYA BRACELET
Indian-inspired, pavé-encrusted soft link bracelet makes the perfect statement bracelet for the holidays. Put an exclamation point on it with any of our other gold and sparkle layering bracelets. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B273G | £85 | 98€

NIKITA STRETCH BRACELET
Shiny hematite plating combined with pavé makes for a great balance of fashionista with feminine sparkle. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B272H | £45 | 49€

NORAH CUFF
An unexpected update to the traditional cuff with sparkle and color, all set in vintage gold. A great way to make a statement with a pop of colour! Fits XS-MD wrists.
B283Y | £65 | 79€

NUGGET WRAP
Worn silver plated brass beads attached to a brown genuine leather cord. Length 14” with an extender. Button closure. Fits SM-LG wrists.
silver | B219S | £32 | 39€
PAVE ARROW CUFF
Three adjustable cuffs with hand-set micro pave sparkle strike the perfect balance between edgy and delicate. Each cuff is uniquely designed with gold, rose gold & silver plating. Go ahead and mix metals! Fits SM-LG wrists.
B298S | £29 | 34€

PAVE CHEVRON CUFF
Three adjustable cuffs with hand-set micro pave sparkle strike the perfect balance between edgy and delicate. Each cuff is uniquely designed with gold, rose gold & silver plating. Go ahead and mix metals! Fits SM-LG wrists.
B299G | £29 | 34€

PAVE TRIANGLE CUFF
Three adjustable cuffs with hand-set micro pave sparkle strike the perfect balance between edgy and delicate. Each cuff is uniquely designed with gold, rose gold & silver plating. Go ahead and mix metals! Fits SM-LG wrists.
B300RG | £29 | 34€

PEACOCK BRACELET
You’ve got it; flaunt it with this brilliant bracelet inspired by peacock feathers. Made of epoxy cabochons and glass. Additional foldover clasp offers fit adjustability for SM-LG wrists.
B261GR | £65 | 79€

PETRA BRACELET
Braided silver plated chains and cz stones on antiqued plating.
B120 | £85 | 98€

PHOEBE BRACELET
Stacked or solitary, this two-tone metal and hematite glass bead bracelet stretches to fit a range of looks. Fits SM-LG wrists. Mixed metal plating.
gold | B268G | £25 | 29€

PORTIA BRACELET
Fabulous day-to-night style featuring mixed metal, open-link chain with thread wrapped glass crystal cupchain. Add a link extender for larger wrist sizes. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B260GS | £55 | 69€

PYRAMID STUD CUFF
Our favourite new basic! Hand sculpted custom brass pyramids sit on a malleable cuff that adjusts to SM-LG wrists.
gold | B296G | £40 | 44€
silver | B296S | £40 | 44€
RENEGADE CLUSTER BRACELET
Spikes in gold plating and black diamond crystal pavé beads adorn this bracelet. Mix, match, and stack it with other bracelets to create your favourite combination. 2.25” inner diameter. Stretchable to fit most wrists. Fits SM - LG wrists.
gold | B164G | £45 | 54€

RENEGADE CLUSTER BRACELET
Spikes in rose gold plating and black diamond crystal pavé beads adorn this bracelet. Mix, match, and stack it with other bracelets to create your favourite combination. 2.25” inner diameter. Stretchable to fit most wrists. Fits SM - LG wrists.
rose gold | B164RG | £45 | 54€

RENEGADE CLUSTER BRACELET
Spikes in silver plating and black diamond crystal pavé beads adorn this bracelet. Mix, match, and stack it with other bracelets to create your favourite combination. 2.25” inner diameter. Stretchable to fit most wrists. Fits SM - LG wrists.
silver | B164S | £45 | 54€

SARDINIA BRACELET
Inspired by a vintage Parisian piece, this colourful statement bracelet of the season evokes the Gypset lifestyle. Unparalleled craftsmanship with over 100 cabochons stones hand set in vintage gold plate. 6” with 2” foldover clasp extenders. Fits SM-LG wrist.
blue | B280BL | £80 | 98€

SERENITY STONE CUFF
Based off our best-selling Serenity Stone earrings, this adjustable cuff features custom cut aqua dyed quartz stones in bezel setting. Fits SM-LG wrists.
aqua | B275CH | £45 | 49€

SERENITY STONE CUFF
Based off our best-selling Serenity Stone earrings, this adjustable cuff features custom cut green dyed quartz stones in bezel setting. Fits SM-LG wrists.
green | B275GR | £45 | 49€

TEMPEST BRACELET
A blend of silk ribbon and brass cupchain with distressed clear acrylic stones and a steel chain with gold plating. 7.25” with 0.75” extender with a removable adjuster link. Brass foldover clasp. Fits SM-LG wrists.
B230G | £85 | 98€

Behind the Design
“I have a background as a painter and I am really fascinated by color—these pieces were inspired by mediterranean hues infused with the surprise of the citrine yellow. I love how all the stones and colors come together to almost form a mosaic.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
TESSA BRACELET
Introducing the Tessa Bracelet! A perfect match back to our bestselling Tessa Fringe Necklace. Edgy but flirty, this *menagerie of glass beads, steel chain, and coloured nylon threads* weaves together a casual everyday bracelet. 7” with 1.5” extender. Fits SM-LG wrists.

B289S | £35 | 39€

TRIBUTE BRACELET
A pavé bar with *rose gold plating anchors a delicate band of faceted hematite beads.* Adjustable cord. Fits SM - LG wrists.

B178R G | £29 | 34€

URBANE BRACELET
The classic clasp bracelet gets a glam update. Delicate hematite plating with ball chain and glass crystals. Pair with our other mixed metal or black bracelets. Custom-molded extenders make it able to fit SM-LG wrists.

B264H | £29 | 34€

VISIONARY BRACELET
Brass chain encasing sparkling black diamond crystals, is set on genuine black leather and bound together with rainbow cotton thread. 8.25” total length. Button Closure. Fits SM - LG wrists.

B291M | £35 | 39€

WISDOM BRACELET
In wisdom you find strength. An update to our best-selling Love, Courage, and Light bracelets. Easy add on to any silver arm party. Fits all sizes.

B238PL | £19 | 24€

GARANCE CUFF
Worn silver statement bracelet pairs perfectly with the Tansy Fringe Collar. Fits SM-LG wrists. Worn silver. 6.25” + 2 foldover clasps (7 5/8” total length).

B285S | £40 | 49€
ADELAIDE HOOPS
These shiny gold plated hoops adorned with pavé crystals are perfect for dressing up or down any outfit. 1.75” inner diameter. Feather weight.
gold | E242G | £35 | 39€

ADELAIDE HOOPS
These shiny silver plated hoops adorned with pavé crystals are perfect for dressing up or down any outfit. 1.75” inner diameter. Feather weight.
silver | E242S | £35 | 39€

ALLEGRA EARRINGS
Drop-dead gorgeous update to our best-selling Fiona earrings! These statement drop earrings feature luminous bezel-set epoxy with pavé detail. 2.25” drop length. Feather weight. Sterling silver earwire with gold plating.
£235G | £35 | 44€

AMITY DROPS
Hand-cut Aqua chalcedony glass teardrop stones set in shiny gold plating. Cool and collected for spring. 0.875” drop length. Feather weight.
aqua | E251CH | £29 | 34€

AMITY DROPS
smoky | E251SM | £29 | 34€

AVALON HOOPS
Cut-out hoops with gold plating lend a fresh, new look to an old favourite. 1.5” diameter. Surgical steel posts. Feather weight.
E209G | £25 | 29€

BARDOT HOOP EARRINGS
Shiny nuggets with gold plating form two concentric ellipses. 2.25” drop length and sterling silver earwire. Feather weight.
gold | E132G | £32 | 39€

BARDOT HOOP EARRINGS
Shiny nuggets with gold plating form two concentric ellipses. 2.25” drop length and sterling silver earwire. Feather weight.
silver | E132S | £32 | 39€
AVIVA CHANDELIERs

This season’s must-have statement earrings. Pair back beautifully with the Rory Necklace and Sardinia Bracelet in blue. **Sterling silver ear wire with gold plating.** 2” length. Medium weight.

**E257BL | £40 | 49€**

CHANTILLY LACE CHANDELIERs

Feminine and flirty, these earrings are inspired by vintage lace individually casted with gold plating. **Sterling silver ear wire.** 2.50” length.

**E152G | £40 | 49€**

CLEOPATRA STUDS

Catch a glimpse of these pyramid studs. The perfect answer to a statement necklace when you don’t want to overdo it. 8.3mm in width. Feather weight. **Surgical steel posts.**

silver | E256S | £19 | 24€

clear | E256G | £19 | 24€

CORAL CAY EARRINGS

These Coral and sparkling glass fan earrings transform, giving you two looks in one. Wear as a triple chandelier or remove the bottom pieces for a single drop style. **Hand painted custom brass casting with hand set glass jonquil stones.** 2.75” drop length converts to single drop. **Sterling silver ear wire with gold plating.** Statement weight.

**E258C | £45 | 49€**

DECO CLIP EARRINGS

Classic and classy. These will take you from conference room to ballroom and look stunning every-where in between. **Cushion-cut CZ with halo set in shiny white bronze** — a decadent art-deco style to have in your jewellery box. Brass clip backings. 13mm studs. **Brass clip backs.** Feather weight.

**E113SCL | £32 | 39€**

DECO DROP EARRINGS

Deco faceted **cubic zirconia and Czech crystals** adorn delicate vintage-inspired drops. 0.5” drop length. **Brass earwire.** Feather weight.

**E113S | £35 | 44€**

Behind the Design

“I have a background as a painter and I am really fascinated by colour—these chandeliers were inspired by mediteranean hues infused with the surprise of the citrine yellow. I love how all the stones and colours come together to almost form a mosaic.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer
DEMI EARRINGS

Our classic, go-with-everything earring. Delicate hand-sculpted brass petals shimmer in gold or silver plating. 0.625” drop. Feather weight. Sterling silver earwire.

- Gold: E202G | £19 | 24€
- Silver: E202S | £19 | 24€

DEVON CHANDELIERS

The perfect chandelier to take you from day to date night. Four structured strands of shiny, swinging gold where new and old worlds meet. 3.625” total length. Surgical steel post. Medium weight.

- Gold: E253G | £30 | 34€
- Silver: E253S | £30 | 34€

EDEN STUDS

Cubic zirconia sparkles from pyramid studs finished in gold plating. Surgical steel posts. Feather weight.

- E215G | £19 | 24€

DOROTHY PEARL STUDS

Simply a must in every woman’s jewellery box. These are the pearl studs to own for ages. Acrylic set in vintage gold plating. 10mm studs. Surgical steel posts. Feather weight.

- E255PL | £19 | 24€

ETOILE DROPS

Sterling silver discs are dotted with cubic zirconia to play with the light. Sterling silver earwire. Pair with matching Etoile pendant for maximum shimmer. 0.5” drop length. Feather weight.

- E233S | £40 | 49€

FINE LINE EARRINGS

Contemporary sterling silver drop earrings fall in line with any outfit. A flash of brilliance to wear alone or with our new Fine Line Pendant. Feather weight.

- Sterling silver: E241S | £40 | 44€
**GODDESS TEARDROP EARRINGS**

Beautiful gold teardrops hang from handset crystal earwire. 2” length. Feather weight.

gold | E154G | £29 | 34€

**GODDESS TEARDROP EARRINGS**

Beautiful silver teardrops hang from handset crystal earwire. 2” length. Feather weight.
silver | E154S | £29 | 34€

**HANNAH CHANDELIERS**

Reminiscent of all the spring leaf hues, these cascading faceted stones in shiny gold settings add a breath of fresh air and colour. Sterling silver ear wire. 2.25” drop length. Medium weight.

E245GR | £40 | 49€

**ISLA DROPS**

These timeless drops have the look of fine jewellery. Custom faceted Aqua chalcedony glass stones are meticulously bezel set and gleam as you nod yes to classic style. Brass earwire with silver plating. 0.625” drop length. Feather weight.
aqua | E228CH | £25 | 29€

**ISLA DROPS**

These timeless drops have the look of fine jewellery. Custom faceted white semi-precious quartz stones are meticulously bezel set and gleam as you nod yes to classic style. Brass earwire with gold plating. 0.625” drop length. Feather weight.

white | E228WH | £25 | 29€

**JANICE STUDS**

Smooth, beautiful green stones faceted in shiny gold settings for when you need a touch of spring. 12mm studs. Surgical steel posts. Feather weight.
green | E248GR | £19 | 24€

**JANICE STUDS**

Smooth, beautiful poppy stones faceted in worn gold settings are the answer to adding a touch of colour to any outfit. Compliments the Fanella Statement Necklace. 12mm studs. Feather weight. Surgical steel posts.

orange | E248OR | £19 | 24€

**JANICE STUDS**

Smooth, beautiful Aqua stones faceted in silver settings for adding a touch of colour to any outfit. Pair with the Somervell Necklace in Aqua for a perfect match. 12mm studs. Feather weight. Surgical steel posts.
aqua | E248A | £19 | 24€
JOCELYN DROP EARRINGS

Shiny hematite and glass stones add a playful touch of sparkle. 2.25” length. Medium weight.

E239H | £40 | 44€

KIMBERLY DROP EARRINGS

Dramatic lattice earrings and Sterling silver earwire with gold or silver plating. 2.125” drop length. Feather weight.

E210G | £25 | 29€
E210S | £25 | 29€

LAKIN TEARDROPS

Make a casual statement in these textured double teardrops. Your new everyday, every way, go-to hoops. 1.625” drop length. Sterling silver earwire. Feather weight.

E226S | £32 | 39€

MADDIE PEARL EARRINGS

Glass pearls dangle from rhodium earwire with handset crystals. 1” drop length. Feather weight.

E155 | | £25 | 29€

MEDINA CHANDELIERS

Cut-out worn discs with silver plating hang from stunning chandelier. Beautiful movement. 2.5” long. Sterling silver earwire. Medium weight.

E220S | £32 | 39€

MELANIE CHANDELIERS

Rich mint and cream coloured enamel stones are accented with smoky sparkle hand-set stone. Same amazing versatility as our best selling Sardinia Chandelier. Wear as a stud, medium chandelier or combine all three to create the most dramatic look. Statement Weight. 3 1/4” total length. Surgical steel posts.

mint/gold | £262MI | £50 | 59€

MONTEREY HOOPS

Update your hoops without sacrificing versatility. Interesting brushed gold circles on classic shiny gold hoops make them your must-haves. 1.625” inner diameter. Feather weight.

gold | £252G | £30 | 39€
NANCY STUDS
A wardrobe essential that's far from basic. **Round black diamond glass crystals are set in prongs of silver plating.** Wear them with everything, day to night. You can't go wrong. 12mm. Feather weight. **Surgical steel posts.**
silver | E223S | £19 | 24€
peach | E223P | £19 | 24€

NANCY STUDS
A wardrobe essential that's far from basic. **Round clear glass crystals are set in prongs of shiny gold plating.** Wear them with everything, day to night. You can't go wrong. 12mm. Feather weight. **Surgical steel posts.**
gold | E223G | £19 | 24€

NEEYA DROP EARRINGS
Pave encrusted, Indian inspired drop earrings make for the perfect holiday statement earring. Pairs great with the matching Neeya Bracelet. **1.375” drop length.**
E240G | £45 | 49€

NORAH CHANDELIERS
Decadent earrings in a colour that pops! Combined with sparkle and set in **vintage gold,** you've never worn a chandelier like this before. **1.5” drop length. Medium weight.**
E250Y | £45 | 49€

ORBIT HOOP EARRINGS
Cover all your bases with this set: Includes a pair of small hoops, large hoops and interchangeable spike drops. A total of four unique looks. 0.75” inner diameter on small hoop, 1.5” inner diameter on large hoop. Feather weight. **Surgical steel posts.**
gold | E264G | £35 | 39€
silver | E264S | £35 | 39€

PAVE SPEAR EARRINGS
Hand-set micro pave chevron drops form a delicate geometric earring option. A contemporary take on a lady-like style. **1.5” drop length.** Feather weight. **Sterling silver earwire.**
rose gold | E263RG | £40 | 49€

PEACOCK CHANDELIERS
These chandeliers of **faceted glass stones and epoxy cabochons** were inspired by the brilliant feathers of a peacock. Remove the drop and voilà! Instant button studs. An editorial favourite! **2.5” drop length. Brass ox plating. Surgical steel posts. Statement weight.**
E222GR | £55 | 69€
POP GEO CHANDELIERS
Convertible statement earrings in pops of pink and orange hues with neutral sparkle. Wear as chandeliers, or remove the bottom for a stud of clustered tonal stones. 2” drop length. Medium weight. Surgical steel posts.

E261G | £45 | 49€

REVERIE CHANDELIERS
The perfect summer chandelier. From beach to brunch, these earrings go with everything! Same great worn gold finish as our bestselling Cleopatra Studs. 3” length. Surgical steel posts. Statement weight.

E259G | £32 | 39€

SANIBEL CHANDELIERS
High-shine cabochon stones in semi-precious labradorite, semi-precious Aqua chalcedony, and rutile glass shimmer in chandelier frame with silver plating. 1.75” long. Sterling silver earwire. Medium weight.

E213S | £40 | 49€

SARDINIA CHANDELIERS
These glamorous statement earrings inspired by ’60s icon Talitha Getty evoke the passion behind casual Italian style to make any outfit more alluring. Convertible three ways (adding or taking away sections to create different looks), Red has never been so practical. 3” length. Medium weight. Surgical steel posts.

E247R | £50 | 59€

SELBY FRINGE EARRINGS
Multi chain fringe in vintage gold plating capped with subtle crystal sparkle. Sterling silver earwire. 3” drop length. Medium weight.

E249 | £32 | 39€

SERENITY STONE DROPS
Hand-cut glass drops set in a shiny, hammered brass bezel with silver plating. 1.375” length. Medium weight.

aqua | E168CH | £40 | 49€

SERENITY STONE DROPS
Hand-cut, semi-precious, dyed jade stone tear-drops set in a shiny, hammered brass bezel with gold plating. 1.375” length. Medium weight.

jade | E168GR | £40 | 49€

SERENITY STONE DROPS
Hand-cut glass teardrops set in a shiny, hammered brass bezel with gold plating. 1.375” length. Medium weight.

smoky | E168SM | £40 | 49€
SEYCHELLES CHANDELIERS
Teardrop chandeliers feature bold beading and hand-painted turquoise enamel. Frame and sterling silver earwire in gold plating. 2.25” long. Statement weight. blue | E221BL | £35 | 44€

SEYCHELLES CHANDELIERS
Teardrop chandeliers feature bold beading and hand-painted fuchsia enamel. Frame and sterling silver earwire in gold plating. 2.25” long. Statement weight. pink | E221P | £35 | 44€

SPARKLE STUDS
Cubic zirconia studs set in brass. Surgical steel posts with white bronze plating. Each stone is equivalent size to 1.5 carat. Feather weight. E219S | £15 | 19€

VINTAGE STUDS
These black diamond or clear crystal studs set in brass with hematite plating are perfect for dashing from office to cocktails with style. Surgical steel posts. Surgical steel posts. 8mm. Feather weight. hematite | E179H | £25 | 29€

SERENITY STONE DROPS
Hand-cut, semi-precious, dyed turquoise stone teardrops set in a shiny, hammered brass bezel with gold plating. 1.375” length. Medium weight. turquoise | E168TU | £40 | 49€

SOIREE STUDS
Handset pavé crystals adorn a delicate gold pavé ball. Surgical steel posts. Feather weight. 8mm pavé ball studs.
gold | E126G | £19 | 24€

SOIREE STUDS
Handset pavé crystals adorn a delicate hematite pavé ball. Surgical steel posts. 8mm pavé ball studs. Feather weight.
hematite | E126H | £19 | 24€

ALLANAH CLIP EARRINGS
Add an illuminating pop of colour to your look. A clustered mix of faceted and fascinating stones set in vintage gold plating. 1” stud. Medium weight.

hematite | E244GCL | £35 | 44€
GWYNETH HOOPS

From our **signature sterling silver and bronze collection**, these delicate earrings are accented with our hand-hammered bronze flower motif. 1 1/2" inner diameter. **Sterling silver.** Feather weight.

E260GS | £45 | 49€

HOLLY DROP CLIP EARRINGS

Spikes and sparkle join forces. Vintage **gold plating and handcut pink stones** create a look that’s twice as fierce. 2.25" length. Medium weight. Surgical steel posts.

E246GCL | £32 | 39€

SARDINIA CLIP CHANDELIERS

These **glamorous statement clip earrings** inspired by ’60s icon Talitha Getty evoke the passion behind casual Italian style to make any outfit more alluring. **Convertible two ways** (adding or taking away the pendant to create different looks), red has never been so practical. 3” length. Medium weight.

E247RCL | £50 | 59€
CROSS RING
A simple and delicate CZ pavé reminder to keep the faith. Sterling silver. Available in sizes 5-9.
R15S5S-9 | £32 | 39€

FLORENCe STACKABLE BAND
Stacking made simple with a mix of semi-precious and glass stones that really stacks up in a shiny gold setting. Wear one, two, or all three. Available in sizes 5-9.
R154G5-9 | £40 | 49€

GILDED ARROW RING
Whimsy hits the mark in this gold ion plated brass ring, companion to our best-selling Gilded Arrow Bangle. Available in SM/MD, MD/LG. Adjustable for added comfort. Gold ion plating.
gold | R148GSM-ML | £25 | 29€

GILDED ARROW RING
Whimsy hits the mark in this silver ion plated brass ring, companion to our best-selling Gilded Arrow Bangle. Available in SM/MD, MD/LG. Adjustable for added comfort. Silver ion plating.
silver | R148S SM-ML | £25 | 29€

HAVEN RING
Create drama in the wave of a hand, with this ornate statement ring. Features intricate golden geometry with black diamond rhinestones. An evening essential. Adjustable shank, fits sizes 5-9. Gold ion plating.
R149G | £40 | 49€

KATELYN MIXED BAND RINGS
Four unique and equally amazing rings. Your mixed metal set all in one – rose gold, hematite, and platinum plating. Wear together or solo. Sizes 5-9.
R153MP5-9 | £35 | 44€

MORALEY FLOWER STACKABLE BANDS
R146GSSS5-9 | £32 | 39€
ODETTE RING

Effortlessly elegant, the Odette Ring is masterfully crafted in bronze with silver plating to give the illusion of gracefully entwined bands. Available in sizes 5-9.

R139SS-9 | £25 | 32€

PAULINE RING

Five semi-precious hand-set lapis stones round out this intricately designed ring with gold plating. Available in SM/MD, MD/LG. Adjustable for added comfort.

R156GSM-ML | £40 | 49€

PAVE CHEVRON RING


gold | R159GSM-ML | £25 | 29€

Pave Spear Ring

Hand-set micro pave triangles form a delicate geometric cocktail ring. Available in SM/MD, MD/LG. Adjustable for added comfort.

rose gold | R158GSM-ML | £29 | 34€

STACKABLE BAND RINGS

Classic set of 5 hammered brass band rings create a versatile, timeless look. Sizes 5-9.

multi | R802GS /55-59 | £35 | 44€

ROSANNA RING

Light topaz sparkle surrounded by a burst of pave and bright pink enamel strike the perfect balance for a cocktail ring that adds an instant pop of colour to any look. Adjustable brass band fits sizes 5-9.

R157G | £35 | 39€

STACKABLE DECO RING


R805SS-9 | £40 | 49€
DELICATE 16" CHAIN
- gold fill | N342G | £19 | 22€
- sterling silver | N340S | £19 | 22€

FACETED BALL 30" CHAIN
- sterling silver | N341S | £32 | 36€

FACETED BALL 30" CHAIN
- gold | N341G | £32 | 36€

SIGNATURE LINK CHARM BRACELET – IONIC
- 14k GOLD PLATING
- B297G | £55 | 69€

SIGNATURE LINK CHARM BRACELET – SILVER PLATING
- B297S | £50 | 59€
NUMBER CHARMS
sterling silver | C211S0-9 | £15 | 18€

INITIALS
sterling silver | CAS205- CZS205 | £19 | 22€

SOHO CHARMS
gold fill | C220G A-Z | £15 | 18€

BIRTHSTONES
Create a custom combination with birthstones, tokens, zodiac signs, and more
silver | C204 | £15 | 18€

BIRTHSTONE CHARMS - JAN / DE C
gold | C226 | £15 | 18€
PEARL OF WISDOM
c221pl | £15 | 18€

TREE OF LIFE CHARM
sterling silver | C215S | £32 | 36€

WATCH OVER YOU
sterling silver | C216S | £32 | 36€

BELIEF CHARMS
gold | C222G | £25 | 28€
silver | C222S | £25 | 28€

HEART LOVE CHARM
sterling silver | C214GS | £32 | 36€

BLESSSED SCRIPT CHARM
bronze | C218G | £19 | 22€

HAMSA CHARM
gold | C231G | £25 | 28€

KEY TO MY HEART CHARM
sterling silver | C228S | £19 | 22€

WISHBONE CHARM
gold | C227G | £25 | 28€

CROSS CHARM
gold | C232G | £15 | 18€
sterling silver | C232S | £15 | 18€

LOVE ALWAYS CHARM
sterling silver | C229GS | £32 | 36€

GROW
bronze | C209BZ | £32 | 36€
sterling silver | C209S | £32 | 36€

FAITH SCRIPT CHARM
sterling silver | C217S | £19 | 22€

LOVE SCRIPT CHARM
sterling silver | C219S | £19 | 22€

SIGNATURE ID CHARM
sterling silver | C230S | £25 | 28€
gold | C230G | £25 | 28€
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>€</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOUR CRUSH STATEMENT NECKLACE SET</td>
<td>Necklace, approximately 43” long. Bracelet, approximately 1.75” diameter.</td>
<td>N410</td>
<td>£29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE PEARL BIB NECKLACE AND BRACELET SET</td>
<td>Necklace, approximately 36” long. Bracelet, approximately 1.75” diameter.</td>
<td>N407</td>
<td>£29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POUCH</td>
<td>3.6”H x 6”L x 3.5”D ribbon print</td>
<td>SG122RBP</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI PEARL CROSS NECKLACE</td>
<td>14” with long 2” extender. sterling silver</td>
<td>N403S</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLE &amp; SHINE NECKLACE</td>
<td>14” long with 2” extender.</td>
<td>N408P</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVE ALWAYS NECKLACE</td>
<td>14” long with 2” extender. steroid silver</td>
<td>N404S</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM PARIS WITH LOVE NECKLACE</td>
<td>17” long with 2” extender.</td>
<td>N405</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI MARIPOSA NECKLACE</td>
<td>14” long with 2” extender.</td>
<td>N409P</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY TO YOUR HEART NECKLACE</td>
<td>14” with long 2” extender.</td>
<td>N402S</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI PEARL TRIO EARRING SET</td>
<td>5-6mm studs. Feather weight.</td>
<td>E236S</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARIS TRIO EARRING SET</td>
<td>14mm, 8mm, and 6mm studs. Feather weight.</td>
<td>E237</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARIPOSA TRIO EARRING SET</td>
<td>11mm, 8mm, and 4mm studs. Feather weight.</td>
<td>E238</td>
<td>£19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wrap up in luxurious printed scarves this Autumn. Keeping you cozy for a day of running errands and the most perfect comfortable wrap as you go into the night. 100% rayon. 40”x 80”

LUXEMBOURG SCARF
jewelled zebra | SC119JWZ | £45 | 54€

LUXEMBOURG SCARF
wild hearts | SC118WDH | £45 | 54€

PALM SPRINGS SCARF
navy stripe elephant | SC120NSE | £45 | 54€

PALM SPRINGS SCARF
citrine floral | SC121CTF | £45 | 54€

Add a twist to a classic outfit or wrap up your autumn look with our luxurious printed scarves. With a myriad of ways to wear it—twisted, doubled-up, wrapped, tied—it may very well be your most versatile wardrobe piece for autumn. 100% rayon. 40”x 80”

UNION SQUARE SCARF
blue/ rich red ikat | SC125GKT | £45 | 54€

UNION SQUARE SCARF
geo ikat | SC126BRK | £45 | 54€

UNION SQUARE SCARF
midnight bloom | SC113MNB | £45 | 54€
The multi-tasking pouf organises you in style. Use it for everything from cosmetics to tech cords. Glam it up, touch it up - you've got it in the bag. Saffiano textured material with contrasting wipe-clean lining.

3.6”H x 6”L x 3.5”D

POUCH mosaic tile | SG122MST | £19 | 24€

POUCH elephant | SG122PPE | £19 | 24€

POUCH navy stripe | SG122NVS | £19 | 24€

The perfect pouch to carry the essentials as a clutch with jeans and a t-shirt or for a night out, or toss it in a larger bag to organise your cash, cards and lip gloss. 6.75”H x 10.75”L x 1”W

CAPRI POUCH

CAPRI POUCH metallic geo chevron | SG145MTC | £30 | 36€
Tech-friendly wallet for ultimate everyday use. Holds your phone, cash, and cards. Features zip-around closure and signature clover lining. 6"L x 1.125"W x 4"H

CHELSEA TECH WALLET
- cobalt | SG127CBL | £45 | 54€
- wild hearts | SG127WDH | £45 | 54€
- navy stripe | SG119NVS | £45 | 54€
- poppy | SG127POP | £45 | 54€
- glow pink perf | SG144GPK | £60 | 69€

CHELSEA TECH WALLET
- black snake | SG119BKM | £75 | 89€

CHELSEA TECH WALLET
- navy stripe | SG119NVS | £45 | 54€
- poppy | SG127POP | £45 | 54€
- black snake | SG119BKM | £95 | 118€

CHELSEA TECH WALLET
- cobalt | SG127CBL | £45 | 54€
- wild hearts | SG127WDH | £45 | 54€
- black snake | SG119BKM | £95 | 118€

CHELSEA TECH WALLET
- navy stripe | SG119NVS | £45 | 54€
- poppy | SG127POP | £45 | 54€
- black snake | SG119BKM | £95 | 118€

MERCER ZIP WALLET
- cobalt basket weave | SG108CBW | £95 | 118€
- navy/ red medallion | SG108NRM | £70 | 79€
- pewter metallic | SG108PMT | £110 | 138€
- poppy | SG108POP | £65 | 79€
- black basket weave | SG108BKW | £95 | 118€
- black snake | SG108BKM | £95 | 118€

MERCER ZIP WALLET
- cobalt basket weave | SG108CBW | £95 | 118€
- navy/ red medallion | SG108NRM | £70 | 79€
- pewter metallic | SG108PMT | £110 | 138€
- poppy | SG108POP | £65 | 79€
- black basket weave | SG108BKW | £95 | 118€
- black snake | SG108BKM | £95 | 118€
This crisp and modern tote is inspired by our unique laser cut Avalon jewellery styles. Tote around in style with this unique bag which includes a pouch perfect for your keys, phones and unmentionable items.

Signature Stella & Dot custom pyramid hardware for just a little edge.

13"H x 15.5"L x 5.75"D. Strap drop - 10"

AVALON TOTE
blush perf | HB139BHP | £130 | 148€

AVALON TOTE
geranium perf | HB139GNP | £130 | 148€

Behind the Design

“Our perforated bags were inspired by our Avalon jewellery line. The perforation pattern is uniquely designed and perforated by laser on our saffiano bags. Perforation is a huge trend this Autumn 2014 and used by luxe designers such as Chloe and Gérard Darel.”

Blythe Harris, Chief Creative Officer

WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK FOR?
Inspired by our laser-cut Avalon jewellery, this intricately perforated silhouette shifts on a dime—or a nighttime. Carry it to work, then simply unzip the clutch and out you go. Inside magnetic snap closure and interior zip and side pockets. Perfectly wipeable lining. Signature gold hardware. Textured Saffiano in black.

12.5"H x 11.5"L x 8.5"D. Strap drop 9"

THE SHIFT
black perf | HB136BKP | £170 | 198€

HOW DOES SHE DO IT
navy stripe | HB125NVS | £75 | 89€

Transforms in a snap from a carryall (and boy, do we mean all) to a satchel. Inside smart phone pocket, zip pocket, and water bottle pocket. Top zip closure. Signature hardware. Add a detachable strap (sold separately). Easy clean woven exterior with contrasting, wipe-clean lining.

12.5"H x 19"L x 5"D. Strap drop 8".

LA TOTALE LARGE
navy/red medallion | HB130NRM | £95 | 118€

Your go-to bag that goes and goes – from client lunch to mani-pedi to happy hour. The inside scoop: side pockets, zip pocket, and water bottle pocket. Top zip closure. Signature gold, clover hardware with leather tassel. Textured Saffiano with textured lizard material trim with contrasting, wipe-clean lining.

13.5"H x 21"L x 6.5"D. Strap drop 10"

BOND STREET TOTE
metallic mink | HB147TPE | £100 | 118€

Your everyday, go-to tote makes a subtle but savvy statement. Neutral metallic takes you from day to night in a snap and goes with just about any outfit. Easy-wipe exterior and lining, and space galore for the girl on the go. Signature Stella & Dot custom pyramid hardware for just a little edge.

19"H x 18"L x 6"D. Strap drop: 10"

THE SHIFT
black perf | HB136BKP | £170 | 198€

WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK FOR?
Inspired by our laser-cut Avalon jewellery, this intricately perforated silhouette shifts on a dime—or a nighttime. Carry it to work, then simply unzip the clutch and out you go. Inside magnetic snap closure and interior zip and side pockets. Perfectly wipeable lining. Signature gold hardware. Textured Saffiano in black.

12.5"H x 11.5"L x 8.5"D. Strap drop 9"
Add a textured accent to your look with this clutch that will take you on the go in style. It features our unique perforated technique inspired by our Avalon jewelry styles. In need of a touch up? Hello gorgeous! Simply unsnap and use the mirror to check yourself out! Voila, cards, lipgloss, and all your essentials fit right in either of the double zip pockets. 8.875"L x 1.25"W x 5.625"H

**DOUBLE CLUTCH**
metallic perf | SG143MTC | £80 | 89€
citrine perf | SG134CTP | £80 | 89€
geranium perf | SG134GNP | £80 | 89€

**KEEP IT IN THE BAG**
navy stripe | HB135NVS | £115 | 148€

Keep it in the bag! The ultimate versatile baby bag you’ll use for more than diapers. Stay organized and oh so stylish with this bag that features multiple pockets and separators for baby bottles, changing pad and plain everyday use. Spill resistant lining for easy clean up. Contrast handles and trim for a fun pop of colour.

13"H x 14.5"L x 7.5"D. Strap drop 10"

**MAKE IT QUICK CHANGING PAD**
navy spot | SG136NVD | £25 | 29€

This changing pad is not only stylish, but padded to keep the little one comfy. Storage pocket fits extra diapers and wipes. Vinyl coating for easy wipability. Folds with velcro close. Fits snugly in the outside pocket of the Keep it in the Bag.

5.75"H (29.5": when opened) x 12"L x 0.5"W

**MADISON TECH BAG**
black/créme breton stripe | HB146BWS | £130 | 158€

Work smart and chic with a bag that pairs style and function. Perfectly suited to tote your tech gear and daily necessities. Easy access outside smart phone pockets and deep interior pockets, an adjustable cross body strap to ease a heavier load, zip open sides for an expansion plan, our sparkling signature hardware, and delightful wipeable lining. Now off to work you go! Top zip closure. 1 Exterior slip pocket, 3 Interior pockets to fit your phone, keys, wallet.

13"H x 15"L (zipped) x 4"D. Unzipped length 18". Strap drop 8”.

**MADISON ZIP WALLET**
black/créme breton stripe | SG142BWS | £65 | 79€

A new spin on the tech wallet, easy snap carrier on the outside to make sure you never miss a call, large enough to fit smart phones in multiple sizes. Zip-around wallet with a removable wristlet, coin purse and card slots galore for the girl on the go.

3 3/4"H x 7 1/4"L x 1.5" W

Now FREE with the purchase of the Keep it in the Bag!
This modern, yet classic, cross body bag transforms in just a clip or a zip. Zip up for a sleek look. Zip open for more room. Clip off the adjustable cross body strap for an evening-ready clutch. Features perfectly wipeable, contrasting lining and multiple pockets. 10"L x 2"W x 7.5"H. Strap length 24"

TIA CROSS BODY
mosaic tile | HB134MST | £85 | 98€

TIA CROSS BODY
cerise | HB134CRS | £85 | 98€

TIA CROSS BODY
midnight black | HB134MBK | £85 | 98€

Go out in style! This clutch has multiple looks all in one. Custom designed Stella & Dot hardware inspired by our laser cut Avalon jewelry styles, plus an oversized gold pyramid accent for just a little edge. Removeable strap can also be worn as a wrap bracelet. 6.5"H x 8.875"L x 0.5"D. Strap length 6.375"

AVALON BRACELET CLUTCH
midnight black | SG131MBK | £40 | 49€

AVALON BRACELET CLUTCH
bright cobalt | SG131BCB | £40 | 49€

PARIS MARKET TOTE
This modern textured leather tote will follow you everywhere; dress it up or down. The roomy silhouette and drapey leather are a breeze year round! Interior closure takes this bag from one look to another. Interior zip pocket. 11"H x 14.5"L x 8.5"D. Strap drop 9"

PARIS MARKET TOTE
black leather | HB133BLK | £170 | 198€

PARIS MARKET TOTE
bright cobalt | HB133BCB | £170 | 198€
With über style-ability, this is your “It” bag for any season. Zip up the sides for minimalist silhouette. Zip down for instant room. On the inside: two multi-pockets and a zip pocket. Signature Stella & Dot hardware leather tassel. Magnetic snap closure. 13.8"H x 20.3"L (13.2" length zipped) x 6.5"D. Strap drop 10".

THE SWITCH
aztec coral | HB144AZC | £115 | 138€
Snake textured coated canvas coated linen and lizard textured material trims

THE SWITCH
diamond raffia | HB143DMR | £115 | 138€
Straw rafia exterior and lizard textured material trims

THE SWITCH
natural snake | HB127NSM | £110 | 128€
Snake textured coated canvas and lizard textured material trims

THE SWITCH
black leather/snake | HB122BKM | £250 | 298€
Rich black genuine leather with textured snake canvas gussets and perfectly wipeable, contrasting lining

THE SWITCH
CITY SLIM CLUTCH
aztec coral | SG140AZC | £45 | €49
Take this envelope clutch from afternoon brunch to an evening in the city, or even as the perfect bag organizer in your matching Switch bag. Toss in your cash, cards and lip gloss and you’re ready for a chic night out. Coated linen exterior with wipe clean interior.
7.125"H x 10.4"L x 1.25"W

CLUTCH & BAG

WAVERLY THREE WAY
black | HB105BK | £220 | 268€
Carefully crafted from genuine lambskin with removable curbchain strap to convert from full-length cross body to foldover cross body to foldover clutch. Custom hardware, tassel zipper pull, and signature clover lining.
Folded clutch measures 12" x 6.5" x 1.5".
Unfolded measures 12" x 12" x 1".
Shoulder strap drop measures 22".
MINI JOY CANDLE
Up to 4 hour burn time.
CC100M | £12 | 15€

MINI DELIGHT CANDLE
Up to 4 hour burn time.
CC102M | £12 | 15€

MINI PASSION CANDLE
Up to 4 hour burn time.
CC101M | £12 | 15€

SUTTON NECKLACE EXTENDER
silver | EX113 | £5 | 6€

1.5" BOLD CHAIN EXTENDER
gold | EX102 | £8 | 10€
silver | EX101 | £8 | 10€

3 "DELICATE CHAIN EXTENDER
silver | EX103 | £8 | 10€
gold | EX104 | £8 | 10€
Are the ear wires lead and nickel safe?
YES! The majority of our ear wires and posts are sterling silver or 14kt gold vermeil. Posts are either sterling silver or surgical steel.

What is sterling silver?
Silver jewellery looks bright and gorgeous when new. We use .925 sterling silver, the same quality as the finest jewellers in the world. This is pure silver mixed with copper to enhance strength and durability.

What is the best way to keep jewellery looking new?
3 QUICK RULES: 1. Always last on, first off. 2. Seal and store in air-tight plastic baggie. (Never keep your jewellery in the bathroom - humidity is the enemy). 3. Keep it dry (never bathe or spray perfume on your jewellery).

How can I clean tarnish?
Ok, so you're the girl who forgets to take off her makeup before bedtime, not to mention your necklace and despite your love of the Stella & Dot, swims in your jewels. Come on, your charm necklace looks good with a bikini! Read jewellery polishing instructions carefully and use ones made for jewellery (3M makes less abrasive types). Some will provide protection from future tarnish. No toothpaste or baking soda - too abrasive!

What is vermeil?
It is a term that describes a coating of gold on sterling silver. Have you ever heard of gilded silver? That's vermeil. We use the process of electrolysis to attach 18-24kt gold to sterling silver. Electrolysis is also called electroplating or just "plating" for short. This process will stand up to normal wear. Gold-filled and vermeil products are a great, quality alternative to the much more expensive solid karat gold. Vermeil is a bit more delicate than gold-filled, but comparing them is a bit apples to oranges. Both are high in quality, but vermeil is often a bit more yellow in color due to the higher karat commonly used. Vermeil is a process used to turn charms and cast pieces into a gold tone since they can be made in silver and then dipped in gold.

What is Stella & Dot gold plate or gold tone?
Gold plating is the process used to achieve a gold finish on any base metal type other than sterling silver. Over time, gold plating may wear. This is normal wear and tear process and is not a result of a manufacturing defect.

Where are the handbags made?
Like our jewellery, we work with only the best designers and production partners in the industry. Our bags are made in the same factories as LVMH, Prada, and Coach.

How do I care for my handbag?
Take good care of your leather handbag well and it can last forever. Our leather bags are not treated. This allows the bags to age gracefully, making them distinct and unique. So, here are a few tips to help you care for your special handbag. 1. Look after your bag and store it in its dust bag cover or use a natural fiber soft pillow cover. Never use a plastic bag. 2. Keep your cosmetic products and pens in pouches inside the bag to avoid staining. 3. Handle your bag with clean hands. 4. Avoid handling the special bag after applying beauty products, face foundations or hand creams. 5. Apply a good quality leather protector spray to clean dry leather. This can keep the leather from drying out and cracking over time. It will also reduce the tendency of the leather to stain. 6. Clean your bag if it gets dirty by simply wiping it with a soft, damp cloth. 7. Avoid using a leather cleaner that contains oils to clean, as cleaning oils can trap moisture and dirt, staining the leather. Ink marks, grease and oil stains are unfortunately not removable and should be left alone. 8. If the bag is stained, take it to a professional leather cleaner who will have the expertise to remove the stain.

Is your hardware custom made?
Yes. We work directly with local, fine jewellers in New York to design our signature hardware, a practice unheard of in the handbag community. Incorporating premium elements, like curb chain and custom-made signature clasp pulls, add to the superior quality and craftsmanship of our luxury bags.

What type of leather is used?
We use real premium leathers for our handbags including New Zealand lambskin known for its soft feel and premium quality. The lambskin used for our bags is entirely sorted by hand for consistency in texture, a technique used by top handbag makers. We also use two different embossed snakeskins and crinkle patent.

Where do you source your materials from?
We travel the world to work directly with the finest stone cutters and component makers, sourcing our own goods to eliminate the markup of a middle man. We’d rather enable earnings for a woman. That way, we can invest in the quality and design of our collections and provide them at a lower price, creating amazing value for our customers.

What materials do you use?
We design using a mix of materials like semi-precious stones, resins, crystals, glass, 0.925 sterling silver, bronze, 18-24 karat gold vermeil, and hand-painted enamel. We simply choose the best quality materials to create the right look, weight, and price.

What is your corporate social responsibility stance?
Our design team works with high-end facilities around the world that also create items for the most exclusive designers. We only work with the best production partners that adhere to all fair labor practices. We believe a piece has to be beautiful inside and out. We’d never settle for less.

How do you deliver couture design at great value?
Our design team is comprised of the best talent in the industry, bringing decades of experience from the finest luxury brands like LVMH and Coach. We have a full in-house team of skilled and passionate designers, model makers, sample makers, and merchants to create our exclusive collections. We look at every component on every piece as a change to create an irresistible piece of art that makes you feel beautiful and unique. We are simply obsessive about the details. However, because we source our own products and work directly with the stone cutters and component makers, we are able to deliver couture design at a lower price.

Where is the jewellery designed?
Stella & Dot jewellery is designed exclusively in New York.

What do you do by hand?
Any stone setting and crystals are all hand set. All enamel is hand painted. When there is knotting on a style, it is hand knotted. Glass or semi precious stones with facets are hand cut and faceted. If the glass or semi precious stone is smooth, it is hand cut and polished. Beads on a necklace without knots are hand strung. All braiding is hand braided. All styles with any sort of wire wrapping, fringe, etc are hand finished or hand assembled.

Is your jewellery lead and nickel safe?
Yes! Our entire collection, including our girls’ jewellery, is tested for lead content at certified testing facilities and meets all rigorous standards required by law.